NEWARK HARRIET TUBMAN MONUMENT FUNDRAISER
LOCATED AT TUBMAN SQUARE
(FORMERLY WASHINGTON PARK)

TUBMAN SQUARE

Newark has renamed Washington Park, a historic civic commons with connection to the abolition movement, situated in close proximity to major cultural and arts institutions, to Harriet Tubman Square. At the center of the park will be a new monument of Harriet Tubman erected by renowned architect and designer Nina Cooke John. The monument will replace a Christopher Columbus statue.

SIGNIFICANCE

- Newark needs monuments reflective of its citizens.
- Monument symbolic of freedom and liberation.
- Monument dedicated to the legacy of slavery, Black liberation, and the Underground Railroad.
- Honoring the legacy of Harriet Tubman.

Donate & Join Tubman Troops

Tubman Troops are residents, corporations, and organizations in the Newark community and beyond who believe in the liberatory work Harriet Tubman began and carry on the torch by donating and supporting the development of Newark’s Harriet Tubman’s monument at Tubman Square.

Donations will be used for monument construction and maintenance and educational and cultural programming.
Recognition on Tubman Square website.
Inscription of donor’s name on a brick as part of the art installation.

Complimentary One Year Membership to NJPAC.

The Freedom Fighter - $500+
Recognition on Tubman Square website.
Inscription of donor’s name on a brick as part of the art installation.

The Freedom Train - $100+
Recognition on Tubman Square website.
Inscription of donor’s name on a brick as part of the art installation.

The North Star - $2,500+
Recognition on Tubman Square website.
Inscription of donor’s name on a brick as part of the art installation.
Complimentary One Year Membership to NJPAC.
Complimentary One Year membership in NMOA’s philanthropic community, the Founder’s Society. Enjoy invitations to connoisseurship-building experiences, as well as member benefits, including a curator led tour of “Seeing Slavery,” where objects from the collection create a place for dialogue among diverse audiences that provide new pathways for understanding (Opening February 2023).
Private session with architect and designer of Tubman Monument, Nina Cooke John.

The Abolitionist - $1,000+
Recognition on Tubman Square website.
Inscription of donor’s name on a brick as part of the art installation.
Complimentary One Year Membership to New Jersey Performing Arts Center (NJPAC).
Complimentary One Year membership as a Newark Museum of Art (NMOA) Fellow Level member, a giving circle whose support advances NMOA initiatives in the city. Enjoy invitations to openings and special events, free admission and other member benefits, including a gift family membership.
Private session with architect and designer of Tubman Monument, Nina Cooke John.

The Freedom Quilt - Any Amount
Recognition on Tubman Square website.

The Freedom Fighter - $500+
Recognition on Tubman Square website.
Inscription of donor’s name on a brick as part of the art installation.
Complimentary One Year Family Membership to NMOA.
Complimentary One Year Membership to NJPAC.

HOW TO DONATE
1. CLICK ON THIS LINK TO VISIT THE WEBSITE.
2. SCROLL ON THE WEBPAGE TO DONATION LEVELS.
3. SELECT A DONATION LEVEL AND PROCEED TO THE PAYMENT PAGE.
4. ONCE YOUR PAYMENT HAS BEEN COMPLETED, WE WILL FOLLOW UP.

Donation Levels

1. The North Star - $2,500+
   • Recognition on Tubman Square website.
   • Inscription of donor’s name on a brick as part of the art installation.
   • Complimentary One Year Membership to NJPAC.
   • Complimentary One Year membership in NMOA’s philanthropic community, the Founder’s Society. Enjoy invitations to connoisseurship-building experiences, as well as member benefits, including a curator led tour of “Seeing Slavery,” where objects from the collection create a place for dialogue among diverse audiences that provide new pathways for understanding (Opening February 2023).
   • Private session with architect and designer of Tubman Monument, Nina Cooke John.

2. The Abolitionist - $1,000+
   • Recognition on Tubman Square website.
   • Inscription of donor’s name on a brick as part of the art installation.
   • Complimentary One Year Membership to NJPAC.
   • Complimentary One Year membership as a Newark Museum of Art (NMOA) Fellow Level member, a giving circle whose support advances NMOA initiatives in the city. Enjoy invitations to openings and special events, free admission and other member benefits, including a gift family membership.
   • Private session with architect and designer of Tubman Monument, Nina Cooke John.

3. The Freedom Quilt - Any Amount
   • Recognition on Tubman Square website.

4. The Freedom Train - $100+
   • Recognition on Tubman Square website.
   • Inscription of donor’s name on a brick as part of the art installation.

5. The Freedom Fighter - $500+
   • Recognition on Tubman Square website.
   • Inscription of donor’s name on a brick as part of the art installation.
   • Complimentary One Year Family Membership to NMOA.
   • Complimentary One Year Membership to NJPAC.